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Kelso gamefowl bloodlines list

On June 29, 2014 Gamefowl Circuit Kelso: The Smartest Fighting RoosterSmartest FightersKelsos were very intelligent fighters. Unlike other gamefowl, Kelsos does not jump on knife opponents in the air, but shuffle and weave, or side-step before launching his own airstrikes. If a Kelso is the first in the air, most likely, stupid opponents will be jumping on his
knife if sasabay siya sa talon. 1-2 hit and then it's over. In the experience of Robie Yu Panis, her (farm manager and in-house gaffer gamefowl lady) of the famous Firebird Gamefarm, fighting with white Kelsos.Johnny Jumper, Out &amp; Out Kelsos has been known to be really smart fighters on top of power, speed and many shuffle or evasion tactics. Some
scholars will say pure varieties lack the ability to cut, but this is from the old days. Most of today's Kelsos have been crossed with good cut machines, so they are something to watch out for! The new Kelsos still has the speed and gameness of pure Kelsos, but is now deadlier with the cut and plumage of your favorite cross from anything gamefowl, from
Brown Reds to Roundheads or even sweaters. Walter Kelsos' original high break, was more shufflers but weak cuters when pure hybrids from the days when cockers were adamant about blood flow purity. The Kelsos didn't gain the great gamefowl characteristics themselves from breeding pure lines, but from crosses to gamefowl wins that Mr. Kelso would
buy on the spot, in his days breeding fighters. Looking for gamefowl cut really well as roundheads and red-brown or grey which is also game to the core. Kelsos may be both yellow and white legs but white legs are preferred by some buyers. History bloodlineThe late Walter Kelso (1964, bless his soul), from Galveston Island, Texas. (part of a solitary star
state with a semi-tropical climate), is a champion for hybrids. To improve strains, in a time when most breeder folks fixated on traditionally keeping their blood stream as pure as possible, Kelso handpicked winning gamefowl to breed with his stock, something un heard in his time. Kelso entered the gamefowl derbies under the name: Oleander, a flowering
shrub, and his fighters were ALL a series of battlecock hybrids. When his good friend John Madigin died in 1942, Kelso and fellow breeder Bill Japhet inherited all of Madigin's chickens, which included some of the best Clarets, Madigin Grays, and Texas Rangers.Kelso improved his fighters by getting winning stocks to breed with his own. After watching a
rooster win, Kelso will buy the winning fighter to give birth with me. While other breeders believe that the Holy Grail of gamefowl strains is in pure stock, Kelso has different ideas. He wrote, I immediately started a new blood transfusion into madigin hens. Around 1940, in The league, Judge Ed Wilkins of San Antonio, Texas, fought a beautiful pale blue
typewriter rooster that won his first fight easily and was repeated to win a fight Monday on the same day. Kelso asks and receives this tap. The typewriter is a strain of gamefowl created from the cross of a Marsh Butcher cock with two Blue Irish hens from James G.Oakley of Alabama. The Butcher family is a cross of Grove Whitehackle (Lawman and
Gilkerson) and Marsh Gray Speeders, which is a combination of the old Santo Domingo Grays from the West Indies island of that name and Burnell Shelton Blues' old Knob comb.Kelso has focused more on getting new characteristicss to improve the performance of any breed he possesses rather than keeping a pure strain as possible. He mate a new
fighter for the sister of his best fighting gamefowl. If the cross produces the winning fighter, Kelso will add the other sisters to the pen. Duke Hulsey suggested to Kelso to have any Clipper cocks he liked. Kelso with sweater McGinnis handles met Schlesigner in his decisive fight at the 1942 Orlando Tournament. Kelso has won fights and tournaments but has
been impressed with the quality of Schlesinger's cocks.E.W. Law started the Yankee Clippers by overcoming his Clarets with Albany chicken Dan O'Connell. This Albany family is made by mating some hens that have been Hatch, Foley's Ginger, Roundhead, and maybe some Pine Whitehackle (Stryker, mostly), with a Hardy Mahogany cock (Jim Thompson
Mahogany and Kearney pass). The Yankee Clipper Roosters have been mating with two of the kelso hens who left to produce the original Out-and-Out roosters that won 85 percent of their fights in the big competition over a six-year period (1947 to 1953). These cocks are 1/2 Yankee Clipper, 1/4 Murphy, 1/8 Typewriter, 1/8 McClanahan.In Manila, Firebird
KelsoIn Manila, Firebird Kelso is one of the most appreciated breeds for infusing red rooster characteristics into your breeding program. As broodfowl, Firebird Farms owned by Sir Biboy Enriquez has proven to be the best local supplier of birds with a winning legacy and strong track record at big-time competitions. Sir Biboy himself is known as 'The Kelso
Man of the Vietnam' and talks a lot about his farm and his match winning percentage in major derby competitions. The Out and Out KelsoDuke Hulsey suggested kelso have any Clipper cocks he liked. Kelso with sweater McGinnis handles met Schlesigner in his decisive fight at the 1942 Orlando Tournament. Kelso won the fight and the tournament but was
impressed with the quality of the Schlesinger Roosters. Law started the Yankee Clippers by overcoming his Clarets with Chicken Albany Dan O'Connell. This Albany family made by mating some hens was Hatch, Foley's Ginger, Roundhead, The Yankee Clipper cock was mated to two of the Left-Out Kelso hens to produce the original Out-and-Out cocks that
that 85 percent of their matches were in the major competition over a six-year period (1947 to 1953). These cocks were 1/2 Yankee Clipper, 1/4 Murphy, 1/8 Typewriter, 1/8 McClanahan.More often than not, the game produced worthless offspring and the was eliminated. Despite the high attrition rate, this new blood transfusion method is the main way to
create the Kelso family out-and-Out which still stands as the best core blood stream or stock to pass on to better fighters. It has also created many winners in the gamefowl circuit of the world. The Out-and-Out Kelso family has this monicker because cocks are marked in the external sites of both legs. Kelsos out-and-out is black-breasted red (a mahogany
deep to light red) with white or yellow legs and a bean comb or straight comb. If you're looking for a good base for your own gamefowl, get a good Kelso broodstock and do magic with other distinguished gamefowl stocks to start your own line of smart and deadly fighting roosters. Until our next Gamefowl feature, keep checking reach-unlimited. COM's
section, GAMEFOWL CIRCUIT gives the latest and most exciting reading on the Philippines' favorite sport. ONLY ON REACH-UNLIMITED.COMgamefowl circuit, kelso, smart gamefowl, side-stepping, dodging attacks., fighting rooster, sir biboy enriquez, kelso man of the philippines, dink fair kelso, out and out kelso, firebird kelso, white kelso, robie yu panis
comments powered by February 4, 2014 Gamefowl Circuit FIGHTING STYLES of GAMEFOWLGamefowl Circuit readers always want to know how each bloodline fights, and how each gamefowl breeder won't even tell you which other best rooster because each pit fight is different and the odds are always Some underrated breeds have luck coming from
behind the win and they really happen on even the winningest gamefowl. But knowing how each blood line fight gives you a heads-up about what you might want to 40 years old or how you can enjoy your entertainment as you go to your next pit fight. SweaterThe Sweater is the winning breed that brawls his opponent into the process. They have great
gameness and power that their relentless attacks simply overwhelm their opponents. Sweaters are used to lack stamina, but infusions into their bloodstream make them the scariest opponents they are today. In the air they are a match with most air fighters slashed but on the ground, they literally trample their opponents to the show. They have very long
hairs, especially in the tail. They have red breasts and yellow legs. Brown RedThe Brown Red is a speed cutter, a showboat of a combat chick variety known for razzle-dazzle disturbance-type action fights To dark legs, black eyes and with characteristic black and burgundy hairs, the only weakness of this strain is a seemingly of gameness and stamina. Many
breeders have overcome this with infusions with Asil and other strong birds. In the towing fight, the Reds' transmission is defensive and very calculated that is uncharacteristic of a typical red-brown color. If you want a quick killer to add to your breed, red-brown is ideal. This is the old Duke Hulsey breed from the 70s that the legendary Paeng Araneta and a
few Bacolod breeders bred into a champion warrior. The Lemon 84 has become the broodstock gamefowl base used by most Bacolod breeders which still wins consistently even for modern bird breeds. Originally created from the Hatch-Butcher-Claret blend of the late Duke of Hulsey, Paeng created sub-families from the original shares. Lemon 84 to lemon
hackled, peacombed or straight brushed and yellow and green legs. and pumpkin feathers. An average stationed gamefowl is known for its intelligent fighting style, and a time-offbeat feel that it catches its opponents off-guard with powerful single strokes that kill hits. It is known as an upright flyer, and is known for sidestep and counterattack. Some say it
lacks gameness but passes with Albanies, Kelsos and Sweaters have made it a modern gamefowl killer to believe with. ClaretsThe Claret is one of the pure stock blood streams that Old-Guard-of-Sabungeros prefer to rely on as pure broodstock base that can fit any gamefowl like a fighting when it comes to deadly cutting. Clarets come straight comb, black
chest and have red wine feathers hence their name. They also have white streaked wings and tails and often have white legs. Clarets are very precise, fast and intelligent cut-off machines. They are also known to break high, and have deep games. As pit fighters they are very smart; Fight with powerful blows. Clarets are very aggressive in the pits. They are
one of the few straight (pure) varieties that can confront sweaters. RoundheadConsidered an Asian chicken rather than an American breed because of its roots, Roundheads have black spurs and are peacombs. They come with yellow or white legs and have red eyes and light yellow hackles. Game birds have an average weight of 2 to 2.4 kg. Roundheads
are smart fighters with weaving abilities or evasive characteristicss that are often appreciated by side-stepping because of their natural agility. They are also very aggressive, and cut great fast. Roundheads are known to have devastating leg strength and featured leaflets that break high. The most famous of the many Roundheads is Lacy Roundhead, which
originated from Judge Lacy. There are other Roundhead families like Bruners, Sheltons, Allen and Boston. They pass well with the Clarets, Butchers, Greys, and of course, Hatches. Roundheads are quite difficult to condition because Tends to mature or peak early as stags, so you must fight your best bird according to its ready state. WhitehackleRegarded
is like the most beautiful gamecock of his time, and even today Whitehackles is a classic base gamefowl favored for breeding powerful fighters. Whiehackles have straight brushes, have red eyes, have 90% yellow-red color, and the remaining 10% are sparkling, mustard-colored hackles. Whitehackes have beautiful broad shoulders, compact construction and
heavy plumage. Whitehackles has an average weight of 2 to 2.4 kgs.and is the average fighting cock. They are just as beautiful as when seen fighting in the pit. Whitehackles are considered a ring general, fighting tactically and confronting enemies from any available position due to their agility and change. As powerful and powerful gamefowl, the birds also
have deadly cut strokes and avoid harm by breaking high. They can prolong a drag fight that has deep games as well as smart combat. The most sought-after strains are Kearney Whitehackle and Morgan Whitehackle.GreyThe Talisayin or rooster colours unfamiliar to sabungero fans are Grey. Gray roosters are combed straight and medium-s stationed with
silver hackles and saddle feathers, and are either black or grey spotted breasts. Talisayin was once considered an aber2th or dehado when combined with any red cock or 'Texas.' But today's modern greys are some of the best fighting cocks anywhere. Gray is aggressive and hard hitting game cocks that are as deadly as any red cock in cut and gameness.
AsilsHighly appreciated in South Asia as the perfect rooster blood and even a revered symbol of Indian mythology, the Asil breed originated from the countries of India and Pakistan. Asil is combed peas, has short hairs, is black and red, has yellowish white skin and yellow legs, it has broad shoulders and short bill, and very prominent wings. Due to its heavy
construction from 4lbs up to 6 pounds, Asil is a very hard cock to hit and can maim an opponent only on bare heels alone. However, these roosters are considered very sluggish in the long knife war common in the Philippines and these South Asian cocks are used only to transmit stamina and strength characteristics into another blood stream. However, in
India and Pakistan, where gaff-blade (pointed spurs) fight and bare spurs are common forms of cockfighting weapons, exclusive Asil versus Asil pit fighting is national pastime. This McRae Gamefowl is the top among the black gamefowl called. A rooster with a smart counterattack style that is offbeat, but on its own it has produced one of the most popular
and successful fighting chickens in the long knife-slashing war that was popular in america in the 60s-80s. McRae is one of the cross components of the new and devastating Sweaters from Nesmiths' Blackwater farm to give smart varieties tactics in combat and speed as well because sweaters are known to never come back down from any opponents and
sometimes rush headlong into opponents' counterattacks or rock tongue disturbances. The excellent Sid Taylor BlackAnother quickly cut black gamefowl in an all-class one of his own. Often sought alone as a pure stock battlefowl of fight fans who prefer black fighters. Some say that among the gamefowl pit fighters, Once you go black, you don't go back.
Gamefowl characteristics are similar to McRaes as black hole fighters go. RadioRadios are very active fighters, and this is often both their advantage and their death knell. As Johnny Jumper says, they are not very smart fighters because they only have one direction - forward for kill, win or lose. If the opponent is a high-end fighter they lunge at the knife and
die instantly. But more often than not, Radios get their first hit because of their sheer aggression. Sometimes in the 80s and 90s, Radios put together a much admired winning streak because the birds won in quick fashion for their positive nature. Nowadays, compared to modern gamefowl, Radio is a slower tad to breeding with a smarter and faster blood
stream that can help improve its fighting chances in pits. As a whitehackle and Kelso hybrid, Radio tends to cut too much. After fighting in their pits or leaving very injured from too much disturbance or clean and vivid because Radio can win super fast against offbeat gamefowl without warning. Radios can break high with deadly slashes, when their opponent
is down radio is too fast with multi-disturbance hits on top of its enemies. Radio has a high average radio station. Wilkens Typewriter (Blue) Typewriter fights high in the air and breaks high too. They can shuffle hit in the air and also on the ground without a hold of bills. The Blue stags and cocks are serious death games. The Judge (a well-known American
breeder) was lucky to breed them out of the Phil Marsh and Oakley Blues lines, when the gamefowl were still at the top of their game. After all those years, the Blues retained their best qualities. They are notorious for being 'a ring or first lock killer' fighting birds as deadly as they were. AlbanyAlbanies are predominantly light red with ginger-colored black
breasts, while most are yellow legs, about 90%, and mostly combed beans. This gamefowl is one of the great cut-off machines, owning deep games too. Reb Williamson Albany is a very active power-hitting rooster in the ring. The Albany straight comb is believed to be the machine Fight smarter because it waits for its opponent to make the first move before
it reacts, or evades by dodging under the air or performing a counterattack before the enemy rooster can connect. Last family is said to be the perfect cross for Lemon and Kelso. To make keener fighting instincts for a counter-attacking style gamefowl. Pierce Wisconsin Red ShufflerPierce Wisconsin Red Shufflers are popularly believed to be deadly when
cornered, potentially making murderous blows from all angles, in the air or on the ground. They were very game and relentless fighters and were popular because they never gave up even when cornered, often stealing a come-from-behind win against better odds. ButcherPhil Marsh is credited with creating the Butcher blood, which is a blend of Grove
Whitehackle and several Spanish chickens called Speeder Greys. Calling them Butchers for his occupation, Phil Marsh often fought under the name Butcher Boys. Butchers are straight red combing which usually comes white legs with some to golden legs. They are known for their precise cutting ability and smart fighting style, leading many experts to say
that when a Butcher hits you, you will be beaten. Medium to low stationed, butchers sometimes come spangled and brassback in color, with the later now known as Black Butchers.PylePyle is a plumage of color that symbols one that is not red, gray or black. Pyles come white, blue, dom, off-white, off-grey or off-red. They have white legs or yellow legs and
straight or legumes. They are known for their high-flying style and precise cutting. Many are not as deep games as Hatch or Whitehackle, but there are Pyles that are like games. Currently, they are crossed with strong and hardy lines to hopefully attack the perfect blend of combat. HatchOne golden legs are the most popular of the Hatch family for its proven
winning ways. YLH is 100% leg yellow, it is 70% straight brushed and 30% combed peas, with light red hairs and black breasts. These gamecocks are deadly cuters, have deep games and possess very strong legs and have good stamina for drag fights. They are a cross between the proven line of Blueface Hatch by renowned breeder Sandy Hatch,
Whitehackle and Boston Roundhead for a truly murderous gamefowl. Hatches are aggressive, fast fighters and deadly cut-off machines. Considered ground and low-head fighter. Hatches hit very hard and are known for their deep game. Blueface HatchModern Hatches are high-flying, faster and very intelligent fighters. Their usual characteristics such as
strength and gameness, though, are still there, their blows often pack a wallop. They are basically average stationed and peacombed with some coming straight combed. Anyway, Sweater and JD traded some Hatch chickens, and in 1958, JD advertised Blueface for sale. So Sweater tried different crosses with those damned blue-faced chickens. A cross
seems to Add the edge he's looking to be with Karl Bashara's shufflers. Mix them with his other blood-growing Blueface as we we it's today. - See also at: Http://reach-unlimited.com/p/1353995214/blueface-hatch--power-extreme#sthash.yUbOpvgE.dpufBlueface Hatch is fast, great bucklers, hard hitters, deadly cuters, and positive finishes. Their legs reach
out a mile with each stroke, they deliver their blows with a snap and every punch lands where it counts the most. Sweaters take one of the exotic cocks in his parents, an Old Blueface to mate with some hens by Madigan Gray and Leiper Hatch. Sweaters don't like goddamn blue-faced chickens but he doesn't give them up. He checked with several poultry
experts at Texas A&amp;A M College to see what went wrong. After several tests, they told him the chickens were perfectly healthy. (Blue face is a genetic characteristic from Brown Red and Black Sid Taylor) Along with Yellow-Leg Hatch, Blueface is known as one of the better Hatch blood. McLean HatchMcLean Hatches didn't win all the time, they were
admired by many for their positive attitude, not keeping banned and suicide attack regimes. McLean Hatches were rather poor cut-offs, low-nosed dumb fighters, often flying into two or three shotes before throwing one of their patented weeding machines at their opponents. They either win spectacularly or lose is incredibly good. As modern gamefowl
became faster, a pure McLean Hatch became less threatened, and now they are considered detrimental if pure combat. Their value today is as base stock or for producing battle cocks ins transmission with the Hatch characteristics of 'straight stuff': gameness, hitting power, and toughness. While the first mclean hatches didn't win all the time, they were
admired by many for their positive attitude, not the banned hold and suicide attack regime. Fighting StyleThe McLean Hatch is pretty poor cutter, low-head dumb fighter, which usually flly into two or three hits before throwing one of their patented haymakers at their opponents. They either win spectacularly or lose is incredibly good. As modern gamefowl
became faster, a pure Mclean Hatch became less threatened, and now they are considered detrimental if pure combat. Their value today is as base stock or for producing battle cocks ins transmission with the Hatch characteristics of 'straight stuff': gameness, hitting power, and toughness. - See also in: Hatch blood to form Sanford Hatch who blends, as the
story goes, a Kearney Whitehackle with a Kearney Brown Red, mixed in other blood like Herman Duryea Boston Roundheads, Jim Thompson Mahoganies, among others, to come up with his signature Hatch chicken. From the Sandy Hatch Stock Hatch's version of Ted McLean comes in both yellow and green legs. Let's say, these are better Hatches that
have led to other McLean variants like Gilmore Hatch, Blueface Hatch, Jack Walton Hatch, Kentucky Hatch, Hatch, Hatch, etc. BrassbackBrassback chickens do not run from a fight, even with a broken wing or leg or a blind eye, they will chase their opponent until they kill it, even in a drag fight.  Sometimes, this fighting spirit is what sustains a Brassback and
allows it to pull off a win despite sustained injuries in a fight.  They can out longer than even modern gamefowl opponents.  Although extremely hostile to other roosters, Brassback is very tame with humans and gentle and very easy to handle and train. DemocratsDemocrats fight like their Kelso-Hatch blood roosters: smart and accurate cuters like clarets and
hit as hard as Hatch.  Like Hatch, they also have the not not only one to 'kill an opponent in one blow' even when just fighting bare spurs or leather put-ons.  Payton Democrats break well and fight like Lemons, ducking overboard attacks and side-stepping a rooster to come, waiting for it to recover and attack again, then let it all out as they go in.  They fight
smartly even when they start fighting, hitting accurately and powerfully.  But more often, they watch their opponents for an opening before they attack. Some suggested crossing with modern Kelso as Out-and-Out for Filipino-style knives fighting for a winning rooster.  Crossed with Lemons (Hulsey's) gives Democrats better counter-attacking instincts and
agility.  Cross with McRae Black-Hatch gives them speed attacks. MuffEerie looks because of its facial hair, Muff is known for its aggressive front-facing fighting style. Muffs throws a batter of blows not giving up or keeping bills.  Despite its low stationing, Muffs has a tireless sense of accuracy when it comes to cutting parts. Basically red, they come gold foot
and pea-combed.gamefowl circuit, sabong, fighting style, sabungero, kelso, , deep game, deadly cut, power hitting, high break, multiple shufflers, single stroke engine, weaving ability, round general, vertical flyer, swarming attack, ground fighter, stamina and durability Feedback comments are supported by
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